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THE
VERY LAST
EVER
EDITORIAL
BOX OF
STEVEN
WESTERFIELD
YORK,
EDITOR
Alas, my reign as editor of the most heralded student newspaper
in this entire country is at an end. Such a bittersweet moment; I’ve been
through some ups and well…a whole lot of ups this year! THE KOALA was blasted to super-stardom and international spectacle all over the
world thanks to my ingenious penile planning. Not forgetting our humble
UCSD roots, THE KOALA continued to amass victory after victory on
the home front. THE UCSD TARDIAN lost two games in a row in the
17th Annual KOALA versus TARDIAN Sloshball game (see a full report
in this issue) and futher culminating in the first place prize for number
one SUN GOD BOOTH! If you weren’t there...well, you probably don’t
know what I’m talking about then! Rest assured the $2,000 grand prize
THE KOALA rightfully won will be fully used to purchase large amounts
of grain alcohol…and to all our enemies, you didn’t win! So ha!
Triumph and tribulations could be used to describe this year too:
TRIUMPH: Finally, I lost my virginity finally in a rather uninteresting
story. Surprising.
TRIBULATION: McDonald’s this year phased out the use of its “Super
Size” size forcing me to come to terms with the entrenching grasp of corporate America on consumer culture. I spent two weeks in a Buddhist
Monastery coming to terms with the change. Just knowing I could have
something “Super” just made me feel special in this crazy world. I know a
“42 Ounce Soda” is the P.C. equivalent of a “Super Size,” but without the
name it’s just not the same…
Yet you’ve all been fooled! That’s right! THE KOALA has been
commandeered by Steven Westerfield York’s narch-nemesis and eviler
twin, Evil Steve! Steve Evil, or Stevil, has led you down hate-filled evil
roads with every issue. Every word you read has propagated evil in your
hearts and minds! Come on, you see the picture at the top…just look at
that fucking thing for God’s sake! Think of all the vile people who smoke
cigarettes like that because it’s the evil thing to do…The Penguin, Franklin Roosevelt, Ted Turner…why you, our humble reader didn’t pick up on
it from the beginning is questionable, maybe it’s the subconscious mind in
you welcoming evil in these twelve..er...eight-pages on an almost monthly basis!
With this last issue you’ve all been fooled, and hell, even I have.
But then again, why you were reading THE KOALA for anything but evil
in the first place is a question I have yet to answer. And if you are wondering where the normal Steve has gone, he’s still in that Buddhist monastery contemplating our Super Sized world…and he’s not leaving anytime
soon.
Until next editor, enjoy the Issue!
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Stupid Photo Shop of the Month

Children be warned! This tagger didn’t do a background check...

STAFF BoX

our dark lord emperor
steven westerfield york

Darth vaders

sam skillz, b-rad, marcus x, emily

stormtroopers

milk, moximo, sours, davey g, kevin,
aaron, bri, judy, nicholle, nam, devlin,
rexi, jason, eugene, brandan

boba fetts

george lee liddle iii, e-dogg, rodey,
marissa, brian barton, matti,
paula k, dirty, double a, j. rhodes,
t-bone knowles

coked out ewok

“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole
by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views
expressed in this publication are solely those of THE KOALA,
its principal members and the authors of the content of the
publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content,
opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any
other publication published and/or distributed by THE KOALA
are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC
San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or
their ofﬁcers, employees or agents. The principal members of
each Student Media bear and assume full responsibility and
liability for the content of their publication.”

james bradley kohlenberg
the koala, june 2005
volume 69, issue 3
mail-box c-17, ucsd
la jolla, ca 92093

www.thekoala.org
editor@thekoala.org
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WORLD FAMOUS KOALA LISTS
3. Drink green absinthe and smoke some
green sticky icky in the middle of Price
Center only wearing socks
4. Chop down the last Truffala tree
5. Get shit faced and pass out in front of the
bio-med library

Top Five Things You Were Wondering
Before Getting Arrested
1. “Is passing out considered consent?”
2. “Is it 70 or 93 virgins that Allah
promised?”
3. “Is ﬁsting still a crime in Alabama?”
4. “Why do you want just enough ‘E’ to
make this a federal case again?”
5. “Is it illegal to look this good? No really,
is it? Arrest me because I look so damn
good.”
6. “I wonder if they washed the blood,
semen and bile off my clothes…”
7. “Why don’t Volvo’s have cupholders big
enough to ﬁt Popov bottles?”
Top Five HARDCORE UCSD Student
Clubs
1. MOOB: Mormons Obsessed Over
Bukkake
2. FOACA: Feminists Okay About
Coathanger Abortions
3. The PG-13 Movie Viewing Club
4. SEMEN: Students Eternally Mourning
Edward Norton
5. The Hardcore Club at UCSD
Top Five Signs the Kid in Your Physics
Class is about to go on a Murderous
Rampage
1. He keeps on shouting “its 1800 feet per
second and I’ll prove it to you!”
2. He always draws his trajectory pictures
with mortars and the class building
3. He comes into class with Kevlar under
his usual black trench coat
4. Gets his test back and instead of the usual
“Your day will come,” he mutters, “Deep
breath a-a-a-a-and ...”
5. He’s been talking about going on a
murderous rampage on June 10th for about
six months now.
Top Five Reasons for Frat Boys to Hate
THE KOALA
1. THE KOALA is much more successful
than their publication, THE OILY GERBIL
2. We don’t bother taking freshmen to TJ
when they’re rapeable right here
3. Having nerdy white guy editors doesn’t
count as ridiculing white people in their
eyes
4. Stole their normal role of being
homophobic racists
5. We’ve ridiculed them for 23 years now.
That might be why.
Top Five Ways to Celebrate Dr. Seuss’
Birthday
1. Learning to properly pronounce the way
you say “Geisel”
2. Birthday card

Top Five Ways to Show Someone You
Care
1. Koala Personals!
2. Let them try anal
3. Carve their name into your chest
4. Wake them up with a golden shower
5. Violate the restraining order time and
time again
Top Five Philanthropic Things THE
KOALA Will Do This Summer
1. Carpool to jail
2. Busty Blonde Outreach Program at
Torrey Pines High School
3. Mandatory Community Service
4. Burn a cat out of a tree
5. Eat Tuna-Safe dolphin
Top Five Most Interesting People at
UCSD
1. Me. Duh.
2. Jared Feldman: The kid with the really
gay name
3. All of my whorish exes…all one of them
4. That rabbit that hops across the path
when you go to Earl’s
5. That black guy
Top Five Reasons Why Everyone Loves
Mohan
1. Always funny to see little guys get pissed
2. Mohan in Hindu means Raymond
3. One name people always become Super
Stars!
4. When he storms out of lectures it opens
up a seat
5. Helped me realize that any time Steven
Westerﬁeld York guest lectures your class,
you really should go surﬁng
Top Five Reasons I Know I Parked my
Car in Chula Vista
1. My Jack in the Box reindeer ball got
jacked, they’re free with any value meal,
VALUE MEAL!
2. Even the ﬁre hydrants have bars on them.
3. The parking ticket is in Spanish
4. It’s now on blocks
5. When I reported it stolen the insurance
guy laughed at me.
Top Five Excuses Used by a Necrophiliac
1. “I just don’t like to be the ﬁrst one to get
stiff.”
2. “Hey, they were eight…no one wants to
be a virgin forever.”
3. “Hey, of course I have sex only with
women’s corpses…you think I’m some sort
of weirdo?”
4. “I was thinking of you the whole time.”
5. “I thought they were asleep. And cold.
And painted purple.”

Top Five Signs Someone Snorted Coke
Out of an Asshole
1. When they say “this is some good shit”
they mean it literally
2. Dingleberries in their nose hairs
3. Every $10 bill in their possession has its
own skidmark
4. There also seems to be a butthole
reﬂected in the mirror
5. This topic sucks. Assholes just aren’t that
interesting. I was trying to think of a way
to tell later on, but there’s nothing. Lots of
people could be wandering around, walking
past me constantly, having done several
fresh bumps direct from a stranger’s dirty
butthole, and there’d be no way to tell.
Bottom Five Places to Lose Your Virginity
1. Confession
2. Next to an empty bottle of Jesus Juice
3. At the business end of a sideways plunger
4. Family Reunion
5. Your butt
Top Five Places Jeremy’s Dart Might Be
1. Next to the mug of cold beer on his pool
table.
2. Under the remains of the bean burrito I
ate in his living room (without a plate!)
3. Laying in the gutter of Huggins St., the
coup de grace of a massive orange ﬁght.
4. In my collection of darts only stolen from
friends and family
5. With the guy who ﬁnds inside jokes we
print especially funny for no reason
6. Sowers stole it
Top Five Quotes of Mine Used Against
Me Thanks to the FBI Phone Tap
1. “So just how young are you again?”
2. “I guess I’ll be the one buying the beers!”
[Laughter]
3. “Well do you like Bud or Coors or ...”
4. “Alright, it’s Miller Light then...and just a
sixer or...?”
5. “That’s kind of a lot to sneak past your
babysitter don’t you think?”
Top TEN Signs the Hostage Situation
Just Took a Turn for The Worse
1. Your girlfriend is giving the terrorists a
wicked hummer when she wasn’t told to
2. Russian Special Forces just dropped a
few innocent cans of gas down
3. They play the press conference with
Dubya just snickering at you
4. The police ask if your preference is for a
paper or plastic body bag
5. The terrorists demand eight car batteries,
a hood and three German shepherds
6. Jimmy Carter’s re-elected president
7. The terrorists ﬁnd out that your
name isn’t Nick Allah but Nick
Heberejewenzionspielberg
8. They just shot up Chuck Norris sneaking
around out back
9. The Police come over the loudspeaker
with “We don’t negotiate with pirates!”
10. You realize that toes and ﬁngers aren’t
the only ﬂeshy things they can send as proof
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“Floating City! Let me get camera!”
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The Koala’s Take on STAR WARS over
the years...
STAR WARS
ToP LiSTS
GEORGE BUSH and DARTH VADER

Top Ten Sexual Lines in Star Wars:
1. “She may not look like much, but she’s
got it where it counts kid.”
2. “Curse my metal body, I wasn’t fast
enough!”
3. “Put that thing away before you get us
all killed!”
4. “Sorry about the mess.”
5. “You’ve got something jammed in here
real good.”
6. “Aren’t you a little short for a Stormtrooper?”
7. “Look at the size of that thing!”
8. “You came in that thing? You’re braver
than I thought”
9. “Luke! At that speed do you thing
you’ll be able to pull out in time?”
10. “Get in there you big furry oaf, I don’t
care what you smell!”
Top Five Ways to Tell if You’re a REAL
Jedi Knight:
1. Using “the force” I tricked my parents
to let me live in their basement for 27
years
2. You’ve fucked a girl in a gold bikini
(with or without the chains)
3. You can make anything iron, nickel
or cobalt move towards you using t-h-e
f-o-r-c-e
4. You’ve made every girl within a mile
orgasm with a wave of your hand twice
5. Ha, you’re a fag!

THE UNTOLD STORY

When George Lucas re-released the
Star Wars Trilogy a few years back
I was thrilled. As complete as the
whole experience was, when I left
the theater I couldn’t shake the feeling that there was something missing...I did some investigating and
found out that a plethora of shocking unreleased footage exists in the
Lucasﬁlm archives, hidden from the
public and doomed to be abandoned
forever by a deeply ashamed and
secretive Lucas. Well, fuck George
Lucas! I’m going to show you what
he didn’t want the public to see from
the Star Wars Trilogy. But I have to
warn you, it’s not pretty. Not Afraid?
You will be...

Top Three Scenes That Ended Up on
the Cutting Room Floor for Episode III:
1. That part with the reasonable acting
2. The one where Anakin’s caught with
Greedo porn and Yoda throws it out further fueling the dark side
3. The one where Mace Windu lived but
gets forced into slavery

Top Three Scenes That SHOULD Have
Ended Up on the Cutting Room Floor
for Episode III:
1. The one where The Emperor cackles
evilly for ﬁfteen straight minutes.
2. The one in the delivery room. I don’t
want to be in one for my own children being born, let alone a ﬁctional character
3. The one where Anakin and Obi-Wan are
ﬁghting on a ledge, then on a pole, then on
a big hunk of metal in a river of ﬁre, then
on two small pieces of metal in the river
of ﬁre, then one of them on a pile of coal,
when the other is on a piece of metal in
the river of ﬁre, and then ...
Top Give Ways Yoda Tells His Bitch to
Get Back in the Kitchen
1. Kitchen, ye-e-e-es, clearly I see it now
2. Bitch, to the kitchen you must go
3. Go to the kitchen, bitch, you must...
4. A bitch uses the kitchen
5. Strong in the ways of the kitchen are
you, bitch

Separated
at
Birth?
“States like these, and their terrorist allies constitute an axis of evil.”

“You are part of the Rebel
Alliance!”

“I’m a patient man. And when I say
I’m a patient man, I mean, I’m a
patient man.”

“You have failed me for the last
time, Admiral.”

“They cannot dent the steel of
American resolve.”

“There will be no one to stop us
this time!”

“America is a friend to the people
of Iraq.”

“Good...it would be unfortunate if I
had to leave a garrison here.”

“Either you’re with us or you’re
against us.”

“Join us...or DIE!!”

“If Iraq fails to fully comply, the
United States will disarm them.

“If you only knew the power of the
Dark Side.”

What Bush Did:
Dumped the Kyoto Protocol and
several nuclear arms treaties

Vader Line Bush Should Use:
“I am altering the deal. Pray I do
not alter it further.”

Anyone who’s seen the original Star Wars is aware of the very close
spiritual bond betwixt Obi-Wan Kenobi and the young, nubile Luke
Skywalker. But what audiences didn’t know is that Lucas excised
several graphic sexual scenes from the ﬁlm, including a 15 minute
long tongue-kissing scene between Kenobi and Luke which features no edits whatsover. Test audiences responded poorly to this
scene as well as the full penetration and ﬁsting scenes that directly
followed it.

One of the key heroic ﬁgures cut out of the original Star Wars
was the dashing Duke Chairroller, magniﬁcently portrayed by
severly handicapped yet smolderingly sexy and charismatic
quadriplegic physicist Stephen Hawking. Here Duke confronts
Leia and offers his brillant counter-proposal to destroying the
Death Star by drooling on it until it explodes.

With nearly all of his budget blown on expensive sets, actor’s salaries
and smack, Lucas found himself desperately short on money near the
end of ﬁlming of Jedi, with several key battle scenes yet to be ﬁlmed.
After contemplating offering to perform fellatio on the unthinkably
sexually frustrated Industrial Light and Magic team in exchange for free
effects, the director had little choice but to resort to using footage of two
ten-year olds playing with the Kenner versions of the spaceships in their
family den.

Every parent faces the difﬁcult task of honestly confronting a
child concerning difﬁcult to talk about issues. Here Darth Vader
stages an intervention to confront Luke about his chronic marijuana use. The deleted scene climaxes in Vader chopping off
Luke’s right hand insuring he will never be able to hold both a
bong and operate a lighter at the same time. An extremely high,
paranoid and disillusioned Lucas was forced against his will by
nervous executives at 20th Century Fox to edit out from his ﬁlm
all existing references to drugs, including scenes involving cocaine, crystal meth, LSD, inhalants and horse tranquilizers.

One of the most thrilling scenes in the trilogy is the Cantina scene in
the ﬁrst ﬁlm, in which we are introduced to the vast array of strange
and fascinating aliens that inhabit the Star Wars universe. One of
the most amazing and outlandish creatures edited out of this scene
was this 29 year old virgin that lives, eats and breathes Star Wars
and has no detectable life of his own.
One of the most disappointing parts of Return of the
Jedi has to be when Luke
takes off Darth’s helmet and
reveals the supreme master
of evil is some egg-headed
turd. What a rip! Boy, was
I happy when I unearthed
this screen test footage of
the same scene played with
subtle pathos by Shakespearian-trained thespian
Mr. T. The touching scene
features such tender dialogue
as “I ain’t gettin’ in no Tie
Fighter, Hannibal!” Wow.
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BREAKING NEWS: KOALA DESTROYS
TARDS IN ANNUAL SLOSHBALL GAME

THE KOALA emerges victorious again!
Tardian pledges to stick to shitty newspaper
By VLADIMIR KOGAN
Tardian News Editor
Saturday, May 21st 2005 found
La Jolla gripped by a battle of titans as
rivals from the University of California San Diego battled over the bloody,
beery ﬁelds in the 17th Annual Sloshball game pitting the ofﬁcial school
paper The UCSD Tardian against the
underground, underdog staff of THE
KOALA. THE KOALA would leave
victorious following a devastating double-header loss for the visiting Tards.
After a demoralizing loss in
2004, THE KOALA pledged to come
back and face the treachery of The Tardian face-to-face. Last year the Tardian Editor tricked THE KOALA to
meet at high noon to begin the game
and eventually brought his team to the
ﬁeld two hours later. Within that two
hour delayTHE KOALA proceeded to
get incredibly trashed, intoxicated, and
full of hallucinogens and was unable
to perform to their highest standards.
Hoping to repeat the same battle plan,
Clayton “Babyface” Worfolk, current
Editor-in-Chief of The Tardian, tried to
show up two hours late again this year

but it was all for naught. Tactical Sloshball planners at THE KOALA showed
up even two hours before the ofﬁcial
time to making sure when The Tardian trudged on in four hours later THE
KOALA would already be coming off
their drunkened binges and be on an upswing for another.
A 30-person-strong staff from
THE KOALA began by winning the
ﬁrst drink-off against the struggling
Tards who supplemented their team
with Athletic All-Stars from UCSD’s
ﬁnest last-place ﬁnishing NCAA Division VIII sports teams. THE KOALA
put all its players up to bat including
a number of said hot chicks while The
Tards kept their prize staff players on
the bench and bet their weight on their
hired ringers.
One-handed batting sensation SamSkillz uncovered a nefarious
plot by The Tards to sabotage THE
KOALA’s batting averages: “Sun tan
lotion!” Skillz exclaimed, “With my
hands all lotiony I can’t grab the bat
or hit the ball.” An enraged Skillz then
proceeded to smack the ball anyway
and when questioned by a late-arriving
Tard yelled “You’ve been here for ﬁve

Sloshball MVPs

DIRTY MIKE: His 7th inning triple
won the ﬁrst game for THE KOALA
plus his amazing catching abilities
beat them into submission.

THE ASS MAN, DOUBLE A: His
wrestling abilities at third kept the
Tards from tripling their score and
drinking when he wasn’t even involved in drink-offs. Class act.

B-RAD: We think he won all his
drink-offs, but his total cuteness
made him look more like a hot
underaged girl later in the game.

STEVIE WHY: His constant shit
talking strongly demoralized the Tardian staff, fought in a ton of memorable ﬁghts and humped a fat lesbo’s
face. Nuff’ said.

Jeremy Rodey/Koala

“That’s right bitches, the dude getting punched in the face is on our
team. So is the dude punching him. We’re the BEST at Sloshball. Oh,
and we won both games and pounded 2 1/2 kegs of beer.”
minutes, bitch!” before rushing him
and throwing him into the ground following catching a one-bare handed shot
to ﬁrst.
The ﬁrst “Boat Race” drink-off
in Pro-Sloshball history took place and
proved THE KOALA victorious once
again as two former editor rivals, James
Bradley Kohlenberg and Steven Westerﬁeld York joined forces to go through
three KOALA drinkers while The Tards
were still in the middle of their second. A struggling and desperate Tardian even brought up campus celebrity
and former Tardian writer Daniel Watts
(who ran for president or something we
heard), who got to second base but was
forced out because he couldn’t drink a
full beer (true story folks, seriously we
can’t make shit up this sweet).
Soon a pivotal moment came
in the top of the seventh inning when
the keg mysteriously became empty after having 159 beers drank from it. A
settlement before the game stipulated
that the game would end with the last
beer. With the score tied 10-10 and
THE KOALA up, grizzled messiah and
exiled Sloshball All-Star “Dirty” Mike
Nitzani appeared in a haze from center
ﬁeld. THE KOALA staff stood bafﬂed
wondering if there had been enough
mushrooms in the “booze-aid” to warrant such a hallucination but were astonished when Dirty’s mud-matted hair
and disgusting shirt were too real not to
be. Stepping up to the plate with the last
beer waiting at second base, Dirty belted a shot to centerﬁeld to bring in all the
runners and drink the last beer to win
the game for THE KOALA. A battered
and bruised Tardian staff assembled

themselves following bloody ﬁghts in
which they were knocked to the ground
and drink-offs which left them with half
their beers still in their hands.
The Tardian soon found a second keg but records of this second game
are mixed as our normal Tardian reporting staff was beaten during numerous
drink offs with THE KOALA, took for
the hills in fear of having to drink a single alcoholic beverage or beaten senseless and spit upon by members of THE
KOALA.
A third partial keg soon appeared courtesy of The HAPA Club and
was soon placed at ﬁrst base resulting
in the third reported case of a “SuperSloshball” game in League history
(though records usually get hazy with
three kegs). When the sprinklers turned
on, KOALA All-Star B-Rad showed
his strength by putting his mouth over
the spigots. When advised he would
soon have amoebic dysentery from
the reclaimed water B-Rad exclaimed
“whatever doesn’t kill me makes me
stronger,” before another winning drink
off. Though no ofﬁcial score could be
found, THE KOALA certainly won
evident from what the crying members
of The Tardian were witnessed to have
done following the game.
The Tardian staff fell to THE
KOALA in both games and as of press
time remains disillusioned and hating
their pathetic lives. THE KOALA continues to go strong and kick the absolute
living shit out of any force that comes
in their way and will once again prove
next year, as they have in the past, who
are the real Kings of Sloshball.
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“Blasphemy is right for me”

Doctor
K o a l a ’s
Health
Korner
By Dr. Koala
Once again, esteeemed resident health guru Doctor Fredrick J.
Koala will answer your questions regarding health and sex issues that are
indeed very pressing to many young budding minds as well as their parents.
Dear Doctor Koala,
I am the parent of an HIV positive 8 year old child who contracted
the virus via blood transfusion. I am wondering how I can let others
know it’s safe to be her friend and attend her upcoming 9th birthday.
- Need T-cells For My Kid, Anapolis
Dear Mrs. Needs T-cells,
I know this issue has been thoroughly explored by so called “scientists” and Harvard educated “doctors”. I however have come to the conclusion that your daughter must be avoided at all cost. This coupled with
the fact that her deteriorating state may lead to a birthday cancellation
which would be traumatic to the other children. Imagine inviting the
other kids to an ice cream and pony ﬁlled birthday only for them to ﬁnd
out it’s cancelled due to your inconsiderate daughter’s death? That’s just
plain selﬁsh, long after your daughter is dead they will be in counseling...
think of the kids! Sure the risk is low but I have found through extensive
research at my headquarters at the Maric college campus that even
smiling at an H.I.V infected child is dangerous to your health. While saliva
and public toilets have little to no chance of causing H.I.V contraction
we have yet to test the effects of loving, caring or showing compassion
towards H.i.V infected children. I for one am not willing to risk my life by
partaking in these obviously dangerous ways of living. I would worry less
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about making your daughter friends or her planned birthday and more
on her eventual funeral.
Dear Fredrick Koala,
I recently found out my teenage son is gay. I was wondering if
there is anyway I can make my son see that this is an abnormal lifestyle
wrought with sin.
-My sons actually does the YMCA at school dances, Casper,
Wyoming
Dear YMCA mother,
Abuse and testicular electro shock therapy are great ways to deal
with homosexual behavior. Many hacks have suggested homosexuality is
not a sin punishable by death and ﬁrey brimstone and should be treated
with love and open arms; I beg to differ. I, through experiments on volunteer LGBQT members, have found numerous cases in which a simple
drunken gay bashing cannot help someone as sick as your son. There are
however cases in which a cure was found. In one case a young budding
chap named Matthew Shepard was forcefully exposed to his own sin and
was eventually cured. The two men responsible for this miraculous medical breakthrough were actually students of The Koala’s School of Preventative Medicine in your home state! He went on to live a completely
normal and sin free afterlife. Yes, he no longer could enjoy leather chaps
or cold beers in the front yard while wearing hot pants, but eternal salvation is a great compromise. I wish you success in your quest to show your
young man the error of his ways in a violent and painful, yet loving way.

Help Doctor Koala!
I have recently returned from a free health clinic and was informed that I have a mild yet very real case of herpes; my doctor suggested that I call up everyone I’ve slept with and let them know. Problem
is I don’t know most of their names let alone their numbers, what should
I do?
- Also Dips the Balls, Pheonix
Dear Dips the balls,
Welcome home from Iraq! I am glad to see your High School diploma
and riﬂe got you laid in foreign countries. I whole-heartedly agree with
the Valtrex commericals: dont let herpes slow you down! Herpes is no
reason to give up your passion, which is apprently unprotected sex (Side
note: avoid that slutty 8 year old with Hep-C living downstairs, you can’t
fathom how many letters I’ve received from her! Oy vey!) I am not one to
judge others as you can see by my previous articles. That burn you feel
is a constant reminder of your power to infect others with your love. Go
forth and love!

Apple’s innovative spirit has astounded the world once again,
and further blurred the line between technophile and average
consumer. The company’s latest goal was to create a hardcore street gang that anyone could be a part of, even the most
street ignorant cracker ass cracker. They call it “iBloods,”
the new
internet
gang that
everyone’s raving about.
Microsoft
quick
to copy
anything
Apple
does just
released
their
version
called
“Cyber
Crips.” The two are expected to battle it out over the interweb this spring. Apple’s newly patented, extremely intuitive
drive-by-scroll-wheel will go head to head with the sheer
strength in numbers of Microsoft. With no clear winner on
the horizon it looks to be a long battle on both sides.
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“Stagﬂation!”

The Donkey, The Hooker, and The Ass Gator
By Brandan “No one loves me” Skywalker

It was hot. I knew it was hot because my ass felt like the Everglades.
The only thing keeping me from a dark despairing depression was the
thought of an alligator launching out of my ass at each potential victim
I passed down the street. If the winding collection of bricks, clay, dirt,
ﬂy ridden bodies and bags of trash lining the slapshod buildings could
be considered anything other than the river Styx itself. Perhaps my
alligator will snatch the boat man.
I had to stop, that much was for sure. The sweat had turned to froth,
and my breath was rank from day old liquor. I needed a refreshment,
something to ease my mind and clear my thoughts, something to
keep me from joining the bricks in a slow dance of delusional death.
I stepped into the building most resembling a pub and was rewarded
with a burst of uncooled air coming from the ass of a donkey being
given the works by a ﬁnely tuned Puerto Rican hooker. The show was
almost over, and as she lifted the stained and leaky bucket to her lips
I was reminded of my reason for joining the show. I needed a refreshment.
Whisky, I stated, because in these parts you don’t drink the water. I
ﬁnished the shot, placed the glass back on the bar, then glanced up
to my surprise. A slender brown arm was extended across my vision, groping for a bar towel. I couldn’t tell if it was covered in sweat
or donkey come, but either way it smelled of corn starch. I traced
the arm up to its owner, the young Puerto Rican hooker who had so
expertly handled all 21 inches of splotchy donkey cock. She smiled at
me, dabbed at the comesweat on her forehead, and started to speak.
‘You know, I could complain about the mess, but the truth is that it
helps keep the heat at bay.’
I smiled back, wondering for a moment if perhaps I hadn’t passed
out along the roadside, my alligator cradled in my warm ass as its life
giving swamp dried for lack of suitable weather, ‘It might be easier to
buy an air conditioner.’
She laughed, and I hadn’t expected that. To be honest I hadn’t expected her to speak English. She laid the towel next to my arm and
let me know that her name was Ana.
‘Ana, would you like a drink?’
‘I’d love that,’ she sat down heavily next to me. Stray hairs broke
away from the hairgel like grab of burro semen, bent and curled
across her face. A bit of light was shining through the dirty smudged
window, creating a sort of prism effect through the shield of life giving
cells covering her otherwise healthy looking skin.
‘So, what is it that you do,’ I jibed, hoping to hurry along the conversation. She laughed again, and let me know in the most polite of ways
that she had sex with donkeys for money.
‘It must be a very unrewarding job.’
‘Oh no, why do you say that?’
‘Donkeys aren’t quite known for their lavish spending habits.’
Her laugh was rewarding in the same sense as imagining I had an
alligator living in my ass. It was all mine for the moment, and I was
the cause of it. I swivelled my head around a bit, ﬁnally taking in my
surroundings. The place was empty, which meant one of two things.
Either Ana really enjoyed being fucked by donkeys, or she was rehearsing. Perhaps a little, or a lot, of both.
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‘How do you do it,’ I searched her face for wrinkles, the kind only a
woman who fucks donkeys or is plagued with miscarriages can have.
‘It’s really all about your state of mind. I imagine that I’m giving birth,
only backwards, and to a donkey penis.’
‘What I mean is, how do you tolerate it? How do you live knowing that
you fuck donkeys in a shitty bar without any spectators but Sancho
the one eyed bartender here?’
‘It’s easy. I’ve realized that all of your morals, your bibles, your laws
and your fears are unfounded. I look at this donkey and I don’t see
a disgusting beast of burden, I see a beautiful creature ready to
express its love for me. I see a reason to carry on. If i weren’t doing
this, what would i be doing? Filing? No, I’m used to playing the role
of ﬁling cabinet, with the ﬁles being donkey penises, the folders being
my vagina and the cabinet being my body.’
‘I ﬁnd it amazing that you can persevere, even with such taxing
responsibilities. I was all but ready to sink down into the street having lost my car and money however many miles out of town it was.
And here you are, being fucked by animals and your only complaint is
what, that sometimes you get tired?’
I looked up once again from my shot glass, and sitting next to me
wasn’t the slender girl surrounded by a semen induced halo, but a
malnurished hooker covered in donkey come smoking a cigarette and
scratching at a scab just under her mouth. She smiled at me, and I
forced what I could of a grin, downed another shot and thanked her
for the company.
As I walked out of the bar I wondered at how ironic it was that the
only thing keeping that alligator from snapping my balls off was his
weak jaws being clamped down by my asshole.
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“Bros, Bros, Bros Bros, Bros!”

Koala Personals!!

Party-mini Reviews

There’s no way we could write all these personals. We were too busy kicking
the living shit out of the Tardian at Sloshball.
To the Asian fucks who go around campus trying to
be hard - You can’t be hard and a virgin at the same
time douchebags. No one will fuck you, regardless
of whether you act hard or act like a geek (including
asian girls) so go fuck a jar of Kimchi because that
all the ‘cabbage’ you’re ever going to get
Sperm donor wanted to help infertile woman. $20k
compensation for right man. Minimum 6 feet tall,
athletic body composition. Email nude photos to
larry_stuarts4@yahoo.com.
to that bitch ass chubby asian ho in geisel..STOP
FUCKING FLIRTING WITH YOUR BOYFRIEND.
you make way too much noise and not suprising
are more annoying than the normal garden variety
UCSD chubby asian cell phone ho. fuck you and
your boyfriend who is just a whipped piece of shit.
(and who is also really gay and effeminate)
Im writing this to show that guys can feel used as
well. I was on my regularly scheduled 11 oclock
run on monday when I saw this tight looking asian
running in the opposite direction..of course being
the horniest guy alive I changed directions right
when she passed. She noticed and stopped and we
struck up a conversation which for me led to several
complements about her physique, more speciﬁcally
her tight asian ass..you know the “apple bottom”
that almost seems like it was airbrushed on..we ran
to the parking lot of the oakwood apartments and
jumped in her parked car...I proceeded to initiate her
into the “4 ﬁnger & cunnilingus club”, and she gave
me some bomb ass head. After she got off, my ﬁrst
squirter..I blew my load into her beautiful mouth...
she has black hair, with maybe B cups and shes
skinny..fair face and some sexy eyes...to cut to the
chase..she gave me her number and said her name
was allyson...i told her my name was Josh..her number turned out to be fake so that gave me reason
to believe “Allyson” was not her real name..used to
being on the other end of this deception I didnt know
how to handle it..but I think the one main difference
between me and any girl whose been used is that...
I really wouldnt mind being used again...holla at me
girl..ill be running along that same path at least 4
times a week at approximately the same time...oh
and by the way my name isnt really Josh..not that it
matters!

We are all slaves to the shotgun-cannonball.
Your mother didn’t seem to complain while I was
giving her the “Attack from Iraq”!!! When she
screamed out with pleasure...I guarantee you that
the language she screamed was not English! And
by the way, if you have a sister...I would not mind
giving her some Ali Baba loving as well you narrowminded piece of Albino Shit.
-Your new daddy or and maybe step bro.
Stevie you fuck, what night are you going to come
to Geisiel so I can rub my beautiful black ass on
your (so you say) MaGnuM sized cock!!! Come on I
need to get my pussy wet so I can jack off!
To Erin M. If you post on Craigslist to get laid,
please follow through instead of ﬂaking out. you are
cute and i’d like to get in bed with you. you should
have no problem getting a guy. have a good day.
-sierraSD 20I’m outta this joint! Some parting messages? Fuck
all you asians, I never have to see you slant eyed
fuckers again! I’ve graduated!
If I knew then what I knew now I still wouldn’t know.
To everyone who has class in Ledden Auditorium: A
few Tuesdays ago two people had sex all over the
lecturer’s desk culminating in a giant jizz pool being
rubbed into the table. So if you have class there and
have seen anyone set their glazed donuts or drink
up spilt coffee from the table, please ridicule them
Why is it important to have a night club at UCSD?
BOOMERS!

Submit your own Personals,
Seriously!
Go to www.thekoala.org
and show us who is the real
personals master...You!

Sun God 2005 in Review
Filling the Award-Winning Container

Why would anyone
ever compare us to
the KKK?
We ain’t no complaining...

Lactate!

After Sex Party in Mira Mesa

This was the main party of the night. Bunch of the ﬁnest
UCSD has to offer running around in nighties This was the
main party of the night. A bunch of the ﬁnest girls UCSD
has to offer running around in panties and oversized shirts.
The hostesses were fucking gorgeous and I plan to stalk
them hard. I met the love of my life only to watch in a
sad realization that I’ll be alone for the rest of my life as
she drank herself into a vomitous blur of hair and sweat.
There was a pool but no nude swimmers, cups but no keg,
and hot ass girls but no consent. Overall 2.5 stars.

Revelle Senior Reception: May 25

After consuming six beers at UCSD’s ﬁnest drinking establishment, Porter’s Pub, your humble editor, Steven Westerﬁeld York found himself wandering around and drawn
into a raucous group of humanities majors. In the ensuing
conversation, I found out I was an invited guest to the 2005
Revelle Senior College Reception at our esteemed Faculty
Club. The students at the door graciously invited me in. I
immediately helped myself to every type of cheese I could
ﬁnd and a nice glass of merlot, supposedly the shittiest
of the wines there according to one connoisseur (plus one
star for the cheese, plus one for the wine). Finding myself
more intoxicated than the norm, I was surprised to ﬁnd the
event hosted by Renee Barnett-Terry, Dean of Student Affairs and Narch-Nemesis of yours truly. (Minus one star)
Going on the down-low and not wanting to reveal myself,
Renee did the job for me and mentioned me three times in
her speech knowing I was a graduating senior from Muir.
Oh well. All the graduating nerds (and let me tell you they
were) said their piece as I helped myself to another ﬁve
glasses of the shitty merlot. At the end of the event and
the wine gone, I proceeded to guzzle four glasses of “wine
punch,” whatever the hell that is. I stumbled to the bathroom and found it locked; in pure acadmeic fashion I then
pissed off the east side of the Faculy Club into the eucalyptus grove for two minutes straight. All in all a great end
of the year night. Four stars for the fact I got shit faced on
Renee’s dime.

SRTV “Party” in Mira Mesa

Congratulations to us, THE
KOALA for taking ﬁrst place in
the 23rd Annual Sun God Festival
with our patented foam wrestling
pool! The only people we have to
thank are ourselves...

So thanks!
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Soy-Beans?

At two in the morning, my friends and I are on our way
home but stop by this party where some of our mutual
friends are in an attempt to save this pathetic shindig. Not
one of us had even picked up a cup when Juice, this skinny, drunk, hickey covered, fucking ugly bitch accosts my
homeboy and tells us to pay her three dollars. “The fuck?
There are 10 people here max, it’s two in the morning,
and we aren’t drinking anything, what the fuck am I paying you for?” To that she responded with, “Ok, just one
dollar then.” “The fuck? One dollar, ONE DOLLAR! I
thought we were friends, I thought we were cool, I’ve been
on SRTV more times than I can remember and have given
plenty of booze to your (of age) staffers but apparently
we’re not cool apparently I’m worth a dollar to you. You
should be the one paying us for wasting our gas dyke.”
We cut out of that shit hole laughing our asses off. Congratulations Juice, in a choice between three friends and
three enemies, you chose to make three enemies and you
still don’t have enough for that scantron you were saving
up for. Don’t even try to say you were drunk bitch, no one
on earth starts thinking about their quarterly ﬁscal plans
when they’re smashed. Since it’s obvious that you have
never attended a real party let me teach you some proper
etiquette.
1. If booze is limited, charge per cup or ask DRINKERS
to throw down
2. Charge at the door, if and only if, you have something
good to offer
3. If you’re a fucking cheap tea bagging hooker which
you are, make it BYOB.
4. Always expect to take a loss if you’re throwing a party.
Next week you’ll be at another party and that host will
take the loss, it all works out in the end cunt fuck. But no,
you’d rather UCSD be the school of taxation and unfriendliness. Go party on DP in SB for further information.
Juice, you are everything that’s wrong with UCSD. Both
you and your party get 0 stars.

NO STARS FOR YOU!!

